1 Primary Coat RE and 23 Top Coat RE Wood Finishes

Transparent Satin

1 Primary Coat RE and 23 Top Coat RE are a transparent basecoat and top coat system for exterior logs, siding and other vertical surfaces. Available in seven rich wood hues.

Performance Highlights

- Penetrating alkyd-oil formula, part of a 3-coat system
- High-transparency transoxide pigments amplify depth of color, clarity and substrate protection
- Powerful UV absorbers protect color and wood substrate
- Water-repellent
- Provides a mildew-resistant finish

Availability

One gallon (3.78 L) and five gallon (18.9 L) pails available in: Transparent

Technical Information

Type: Transparent
Sheen: Satin
Usage: Siding, Trim, Entrance Doors, Garage Doors, Windows, Log Homes
Technology: Alkyd-Oil Resin
Product Code and VOC: SK
- 1 Primary Coat RE: SIK41 <275 g/L
- 23 Top Coat RE: SIK43 <350 g/L
- 23 Top Coat RE 275: SIK300 <275 g/L